
08h30-09h00   
Welcoming participants, coffee and croissants 

Opening 
9h00 - 9h30  
Genesis and Roles of the UN Urban Thinker Campuses - Alain Renk Open Urbanism Foundation 
2050 Today, the Geneva Climate Action Forum, a strong ambition for international Geneva - Jean-Pierre Reymond 
The SDG Solution Space, International Geneva’s Innovation Space and Fab Lab hosted by the University of Geneva - Susana Perdiz 
  
Session 1: Theoretical approach  
9h30 - 10h00 
From the new urban agenda to open urbanism - Alain Renk 
From open urbanism to public/commons partnerships -  Michael Meier, Geneva International 
Critical exchange with participants on approaches based on open innovation and commons  - Sonia Bouhali SDG Solution Space 

Session 2: Presentation of radical innovations and test IRL 
 10h00  - 10h30 
Confronted with the climate emergency, the reconstruction of mobilities brick by brick, in a contributive way through open 
source and the commons. A replicable open source project - Gabriel Plassat, Fabrique des Mobilités and Ademe. 
10h30  - 11h00 
FreeSpace, a project thought as a common, for a new crossing of the lake. An initiative born during an open urbanism project 
and supported by the IB Innosuisse energy Living Lab. A replicable open project, Open Urbanism Foundation 
11h00  - 11h30 
Ultimo, an international and innovation program of Horizon Europe, combining autonomous shuttles and participative 
methods with future inhabitants and users for a better integration, Julia Dallest, Open Geneva 

11h30  - 12h00 
Critical discussions with the participants on the case studies, what progress, what obstacles, what bridges to build between 
these innovative approaches and the more conventional methods? 
12h00 - 12h15 
Putting the collaborative platforms and civic-techs used in the case studies into perspective with reference to the 
contribution economy -  Lionel Lourdin, FreeIT Foundation   
12h15 - 12h30 
Real-life testing of the collaborative platforms and civic-techs used in the case studies - Carole Dureau 7 Billion Urbanists 

Lunch    13h00 - 14h00 

Session 3: Barcamp & Contributory Workshops 
The afternoon will be dedicated to exchanges and free thoughts between organizers and participants on the methods and 
cases presented. A question will be discussed: are these open innovation methods and public/common partnerships 
intended for very specific cases or can they become new standards to foster transition? 

14h00 - 15h00  
If these methods were to be applied on the territory of Geneva to increase the involvement of civil society in the transition, 
which themes would be privileged? And in which places in particular? We can consider together what would slow down the 
application of these methods and what would accelerate it;   

15h00 - 16h00  
If themes and locations emerge, how do we move forward and implement? What concrete strategies to create fertile 
transplants between public & common? Could this topic become exiting challenges for hackathons? 

16h00   End of Event 
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Case Studies

How can public/commons partnerships lead to 
radically innovative decarbonized mobilities?
Imagine an ecological future where quality of life will rhyme with the freedom allowed by the creation of light 
and on-demand mobility (on land and beyond).


